
Features for building and

embedding dashboards.

Bold BI
Visualization
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Bold BI comes with a rich web-based designer interface primarily consisting of a

WYSIWYG canvas for designing dashboards, visual elements in a toolbox, and

supporting options in a toolbar. Throughout the dashboard creation process, value-

added functionalities can be configured as needed.

The UI is responsive that adapts to

any standard screen size and

orientation when seen on desktops,

mobile devices, and tablets..

Integrate data from over 120 data

sources, such as files, relational

databases, NoSQL databases, cloud

data stores, and REST API sources. 

Responsive Layout

120+ Data Connectors
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Microsoft
Azure
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Decide how to showcase your dashboard and let users interact with it.

Embedding Analytics

Applications Websites Commercial products

You can embed a dashboard in any

custom web application hosted on

any cloud platform or in on-premises

business applications like CRM or ERP

software.

A public website can have a

dashboard, one of its widgets, or

another related Bold BI server

module embedded to improve user

experience and retain user

engagement.

A product of any domain can serve its

users with pre-built dashboards

serving analytics about that product

usage or allow specific set of users to

create their own and share with

others.

Multitenancy

If each of your customers needs an isolated

analytics environment, deploy each

environment as an individual site connected

with individual database backends. Under this

model, each site is completely isolated. All

tenants are easily manageable via Bold BI’s

admin interface.

Self-service BI

Bold BI focuses on self-service reporting and

ad hoc analysis with no coding expertise

needed. Get your questions answered on your

own by creating dashboards using the

intuitive drag-and-drop interface.

Deployment White Labeling & Redistribution

You can white-label dashboards to publish

them as your own. The Plus edition also allows

redistribution with your product so that your

customers may host dashboards within their

environment.

Capabilities

The Bold BI Embedded SDK extends

embedding capabilities across popular

JavaScript frameworks and can be deployed

in platforms such as Google Cloud, Amazon

Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and

dockerized environments.
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Embed powerful business intelligence inside your apps. Turn your customers into success stories with built-in

intelligence featuring state-of-the-art analytics, dashboards, and more.

Embedded Dashboard

Single sign-on

Share your app authorization and

authentication with the dashboard and log in

once with one a common login. OAuth 2.0

and OpenID standards-based identity

providers are supported.

Advanced data preparation

and transformation

The Syncfusion Data Integration Platform

provides an intuitive visual interface for

integrating and transforming data from

various sources into analytics-ready data.



Use a column chart to represent a smaller number of

data points.

For longer category labels that are harder to

accommodate horizontally, change their rotation angle.

For a time-series distribution, if the data has empty

values, use a column chart instead of a line chart. A line

chart will consider empty points during line rendering,

which leads to misunderstanding trends due to

discontinuity among the points.

Column charts are also suitable for displaying negative

values.

Column charts compare different values for a set of

unordered items across categories. Each categorical series

is represented through vertical bars ordered horizontally.

Best Practices

Use a bar chart as a replacement for a column chart

when data labels are long and numerous categories are

being compared.

Avoid showcasing a time-series distribution, as time

data is best visualized rendered left to right.

Sort values in descending order to showcase data

better.

Similar to column charts, bar charts compare different

values for a set of unordered items across categories, but

each categorical series is represented by horizontal bars

ordered vertically.

Best Practices

Empower Users with a Rich
Visualization Experience
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Bar chart

Column chart



Use to show data changes over a time period.

Limit series and categories to simplify comparisons.

Compare categories with multiple measure columns

stacked one on top of the other vertically. With one series

and one measure column, it looks like a column chart. To

compare multiple series, you can even group the stacked

bars horizontally.

Best Practices

Don’t use too many series in each bar or the chart will

be difficult to understand.

Compare different values for a set of unordered items

across categories. A stacked bar chart is like a column

chart, except each categorical series is represented by

horizontal bars ordered vertically.

Best Practices

Consider a maximum of six categories, and make sure to

choose different colors in the pie chart so each slice is

easy to distinguish.

Visualize the proportionality of each category to the total in

the form of pie slices.

Best Practices

Powerful Designer Experience
with No Coding Skills Needed
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Stacked bar chart

Stacked column chart

Pie chart



Display only aggregated data that can be grouped into

seven or fewer subcategories.

Represent each slice with a unique color.

Show data labels in percentage format.

Show what proportion of the total each category

constitutes in the form of doughnut slices. A doughnut chart  

can be used for comparing categories and groups.

Best Practices

Use different colors for each segment for better clarity.

Don’t add too many layers and colors, for the sake of

clarity.

Make proportional comparisons among values displayed in

a progressively increasing manner from top to bottom.

Best Practices

Apply different colors for each section as the funnel

decreases.

Use each section size to reflect the size of the data

points.

Use to showcase sales opportunity pipelines and website

visitor trends.

Make proportional comparisons among values presented in

a progressively decreasing manner from top to bottom.

Best Practices

Quickly Build Interactive
Dashboards
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Pyramid chart

Doughnut chart

Funnel chart



Visualize trend changes over a continuous period (it’s

best to present time-series data sets).

Avoid comparing too many items.

Compare values for a set of unordered items across

categories by visualizing them with filled curves ordered

vertically.

Best Practices

Represent time-dependent data, showing data trends at

equal intervals.

Showcase a large number of data points.

Avoid displaying too many lines, as it makes tracking

complicated.

Use a different color for each category to identify it

easily.

Analyze trends over a time period with data points

connected using straight lines. A line chart visualizes how

data changes over time using continuous data.

Best Practices

Showcase a large number of data points over a

continuous period.

For multiple series representation, spline charts can be

used in combination with other basic chart types, like

column charts.

Show trends for analysis over a time period with data points

connected using splines.

Best Practices

Design Once, Deploy across
Devices
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Line chart

Area chart

Spline chart



Visualize a large data set by using proportional shelves and

color scales.

Showcase the ranking relationship by ordering items from

top to bottom.

Pixel-Perfect Layout
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Table

Maps

Tree map

Pivot Table

Display summarized data in cross-tabular format

(i.e. in rows and columns).

Heat map

Visualize large amounts of data as clustered

rectangles with a color scale.

Basic maps are used to represent data by geographic

entities based on color, scale, and bubble size. Bing maps

are used to represent data based on specified latitude and

longitude units.



Use different chart types to represent two different

data sets related to each other.

Use distinct colors for each chart type for better

visualization.

Represent two different measurements having different

value ranges represented in two different axes.

Best Practices

Measure processing efficiency through KPIs like values and

goals.

Showcase a single value or a series of measure values in the

dashboard.

A KPI (key performance indicator) card can be used to

compare values using a formula. It can be either two

completely different values or the same value at two

different times.

Key Performance Indicators
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Number card

KPI card

Radial gauge

Combo chart
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Before you start designing a dashboard, understand its purpose. Based on purpose, dashboards can be

classified as operational, analytical, or strategic.

Dashboard Purpose

Real-time dashboards that monitor current

progress and assess process performance are

as "operational."

These dashboards comprise KPIs that are

aligned with organizational strategy and

require attention at least once a day at the

executive level.

Dashboards that focus on giving users deeper

insight into the historical data, letting them

make ad hoc queries to predict outcomes,

are known as analytical.

Operational dashboards

Strategic dashboards

Analytical dashboards



Filter data in a widget at runtime based

on a selection in the master widget.

Also, perform hierarchical filtering

through filter relationships between

multiple master widgets.

Drill down data in a widget to see

granular details through hierarchical

nested column grouping.

Explore the raw data behind a

calculated metric value showcased

in a widget to understand the value's

pattern behind the scenes.

Interactive Features
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Drill down

Filter

Drill through

Customizable tooltips
Define metrics to display in tooltips at runtime

on any visualization widgets.

Linking

Link a dashboard or any web page with

the related widget passing value to its

parameters for filtered/dynamic view in

targeted dashboard.

Export options
Export your dashboard or widget view as a

report in PDF, Excel, or image format to

share with colleagues.
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To learn more, visit www.boldbi.com.

Connect with us
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